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* Undoubtedly," answered Louis Marchand, accepting
this challenge with only an imperceptible smile We are
the only civilized race "
"Then," said Armand    cwe are in a somewhat perilous
position, as a nation of forty millions in a world of God knows
how many hundred  millions f    I forget the exact figures
What do you propose to do about it if the outer barbarians
break in ? '
That is the tragedy of France, said Louis Marchand
"It is probable that we shall be submerged by the enemies
of civilization They have already broken down our defences
by American film pictures and mass produced goods Avignon
is a suburb of New York Paris is the backyard of Chicago
Our souls are already mortgaged to American bankers
We are chained to the chariot wheels of international
finance'
Armand shot a quick glance at this lad He seemed to
be talking seriously He had probably heard something of
the sort from his uncle, who was in the Credit Lyonnais
'The chains may break, he suggested In any case,
man vteux, we must accept the fact that time and distance are
being annihilated We cannot build a Chinese Wall round
France "
"Why not ?9 asked Louis Marchand e It s not a bad
idea"
Aeroplanes would fly over it Wireless messages would
come through it Even the French mind would be penetrated
by ideas from the outer world '
*'Surely there are no ideas in the outer world ? asked
Louis Marchand with mock simplicity eSurely there are
only stupidities "
'Then God must be a Frenchman * exclaimed Armand,
as though this were a new revelation which had just burst
upon him
A shout of laughter from the other students—six of them—
put an end to that line of argument They descended to the

